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Terms and Conditions

LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation
of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any
time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the
Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of
income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their
individual circumstances to act accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals
in legal, business, accounting and finance fields.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Introduction

Network marketing is not the same old routine it was in the Baby Boomers’
generation. Several things have changed. Things like door-to-door calls, cold
calling, etc. are just passé. Today, network marketing has gone online in a

very large way.

Here, in this eBook, we shall see how people have taken network

marketing ahead and what you can do to realize its full potential.
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Summary

Network marketing isn’t what it once was. Times have changed and so has
this concept. In this chapter we begin to understand how network marketing

is placed in today’s times.
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An Introduction

Whatever may have changed with the network marketing world, one thing

remains quite constant. This realm is just as competitive as it ever was. And that’s

the reason you need to employ improved strategies if you have to run ahead in

the race. People have become wise to all the new tricks and it is time we brought

something new into our methods.

Network marketing still works with the jungle mentality. The lions eat the hares.

That’s one thing that has not changed.

Network marketing has come a long, long way from the fifties when it was first

introduced as a business model. However, there are some things that haven’t

yet changed much.

It is still very important to give good value to the people in your team.

It is still observed that people at the top (uplines) help the people at the

bottom (downlines). Sidelines help each other as well.

Management is still of prime essence.

It is extremely crucial to have your own standing and reputation if you

are to make any kind of headway into this world.

Of course, these points are of timeless importance. The basic essence of network

marketing still follows through in the 21st century, but the methods in which these

are planned have undergone a sea change. Methods of finding opportunities,

methods of prospecting people and methods of keeping one step ahead of the

competition have decidedly changed.

Here you shall learn how these new tendencies can be employed to make the best

of your network marketing endeavors. You can learn what methods work and what

won’t.
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